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TRANSIT POSTMARK COLLECTOR NOV/DEC 2016

TRANSIT POSTMARK COLLECTOR, the award-winning journal of the Mobile Post Office

Society, Volume 68 No. 1 is in the mail to members.

This November-December, 2016 issue features the column "News from the Cities," by

Douglas Clark, with color illustrations of two spectacular advertising covers postmarked

on a Baltimore Streetcar from 1900 and 1901. Will Keller details the precise travels of

an 1889 cover from Portland, Oregon to Chicago, with a "Fast Mail /Due date/time"

receiving postmark.

A comprehensive study of RPOs of lines of the AT&SF Railway in Central Texas written

by member Ingo Richter explains the routing and connections of numerous Railway

Post Offices and includes a number of illustrations of covers bearing the markings of

these lines.

New MPOS officers took office in November. The first column from incoming President

Nancy Clark makes its debut, two new members have joined MPOS, and information

about the upcoming PIPEX show in Portland, Oregon in May, 2017, , where MPOS is a

convening society, includes Prospectus and Entry Form information for exhibitors.

There is time and opportunity for exhibits focusing on the topics studied by MPOS, and

new exhibitors are solicited and encouraged.

The members-only mail auction features 99 lots of AGT, RPO and other covers covering

a broad spectrum of collectibility. See the Mobile Post Office Society web and Facebook

pages for information about the Society.

Mobile Post Office Society, founded in 1950, is a nonprofit organization dedicated to the study of enroute

distribution of mail, emphasizing postal history of the USA but including information and study of

operations from all countries of the world. Interested collectors can receive a sample copy of the award-

winning periodical "Transit Postmark Collector" for $2.00 postpaid, and/or a membership application by

writing to Doug Clark, PO Box 427, Marstons Mills MA 02648 or by email to Doug.

For additional information contact MPOS Publicity Director at the MPOS Home Page
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